2. That the lunar diurnal variation in each of the three elements constitutes a double progression in each lunar d a y ; the declination having two easterly and two westerly maxima, and the inclination and total force each two maxima and two minima between two suc cessive passages of the moon over the astronomical m eridian; the variation passing in every case four times through zero in the lunar day. The approximate range of the lunar-diurnal variation at To ronto is 38" in the declination, 4"*5 in the inclination, and *000012 parts of the total force.
3. That the lunar-diurnal variation thus obtained appears to he consistent with the hypothesis that the moon's magnetism is, in great part at least if not wholly, derived by induction from the magnetism of the earth.
4. That there is no appearance in the lunar-diurnal variation of the decennial period, which constitutes so marked a feature in the solar diurnal variations. An autopolar polvedron is such, that any type or description that can be given of it remains unaltered, when summits are put for faces, and faces for summits. To every /3-gon B in it corresponds a /3-ace b (or summit bo f /3 edges), which may he called the pole of that /3-gon; and to every edge AB, between the a-gon A and the /3-gon B, corresponds an edge ab, between the a-ace a and t Two such edges are called a gamic , or pair o f gamic The enumeration of autopolar ^)-edra is here entered upon as a step towards the determination of the number of ^-edra. The theorems following are established, and shown to be of importance for the solution of the general problem.
XVII. "On Autopolar
Theorem I.-
No p o l y e d r o n , n o t a pyramid, has every edge both in a triangle and in a triace.
Bef. An edge of a polyedron is said to convanesee, when its two summits run into one; and it is said to evanesce, when its two faces revolve into one.
An edge (A B ) is said to be convanescible, when neither of the faces A and B is a triangle, and (A B ) joins two summits which have not two collateral faces, one in either summit, besides A and B.
An edge (ab) is said to be evanescible, when neither a nor is a triace, and the two faces about (ab) are not, one in either, in two collateral summits, besides a and b.
Theorem )-acron. By such a reduction of a j>-edral g-acron P to P f, of P f to P ,f, &c., P can he shown to he generable from a certain pyramid I I ; by which it is meant that II is the highest-ranked pyramid to which P can by such reduction be reduced.
Hereby it is evident that the problem of enumeration of the a?-edra is brought down to th is : to determine how many (r+m)-e«?ra are generable from the x-edral pyramid.
The autopolars so generable are first considered, as the heteropolars are obtained by combination and selection of those operations with which the theory of the autopolars makes us acquainted.
Autopolarity is of three kinds, nodal, enodal, and utral. Every even-based pyramid is nodally autopolar; i. e. it cannot but have two nodal summits.
For example, the 5-edral and 7-edral pyramids have the signatures of their faces and summits thus arranged,- The gamic pairs stand together, and no quadruplet exhibits fewer than four numbers. A nodally autopolar must always be, and a utrally autopolar may always be so signed, that two pairs of gamics shall exhibit in each quadruplet a duad of the form aa. In the above type it is observable that every duad, as 15, occurs four times. The same thing is to be seen in every autopolar type of edges.
If we make use of the closed 10-gon 1239804567, as directed in a paper " On the Representation of Polyedra," in the 146th volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society, a paradigm of this 10-edron can be written out, exhibiting to the eye all the faces, summits, angles, and edges of the figure.
The problems following are next proposed and solved.
To find the number o f autopolar (r + 2 generable from the (r + \)-edral p y r a m i d .
